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About the monîth of June, as one walks along the Bordeaux Descrirtive
quays, if the breeze is from across the river, one becoies painfully
aware of an odour, not fragrant nor positively oflènsive, whicl
possibly carries one's thoughts away at once to formîîer scenes
among the Lofoten Islands, the coast of Iceland or the banks of
Nefioidlatd. There is no doubt about the smell of salt cod,
and on looking to the river, a double row of vessels, sone barque,

Lhers schooner rigged, is seen mîoored (own the uiddle of the
streai, and froui thenu the city air is filled with the foreignî
senît.

The fishing vessels begin to arrive in J une and continuîe to coune Fishling
until Christmas time. Thev are not clean, trii looking vessels, but vessels.
craft that look as if they couI(l stand a great deal of wear and tear,
perneated with cold blasts and daup fogs, salt without and salt
,within, even the sails sodden with salt and sounds. On the deck
are piles of dories five or six in each pile, each boat fitting into
the other like Indian boxes. There is as a ride one boat for everv
two men of the crews, which nnimber from twenty to twenty-five
on the larger vessels, measuring up to 300 tons. These are
the boats which, wvhen on the banks, go away each morning, like
duckings paddling from the iother duck, and, after see-sawina
all day on the ocean swell, probably hidden from view of
everything by a dismal fog, in imminent danger of being eut in
two and sent to the bottom by some unconscious ocean tramp
steamer rushing through foggy space, without any vestige remain-
ing afloat or drovning cry heard to tell the tale, return in the
evening laden to the thwarts with their hard-earned spoils.

The system of fishing employed in these boats is that of hishing and
bottom lines, with fifteen to twenty hooks on each, so that a preparation
single haul if a good one may bring up a dozen good fish. The on board.
codfish have, of late years, fallen off in size, and large fisI of 12
to 15 Ibs. have becone scarce, but, on the other hand, the nunber
of fish bas inicreased enormously, buit they are of ·poor size.
averaging some 4 to 6 lbs. When the boats have brought back
their harvest to their big parent, the fish> are beheaded,'cut open
and gutted, and the major part of the spine extracted. The head
is about the only part throwni overùoard, but not hefore the.
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toigue lias been extracted, as this is considered by inany people a
delicacy.

In Norway, the heads are piled into huge heaps, ground down
to powder arid used as manure ; and I believe that in very hard
winters, when fodder is not to be had, the cows are fed on them.
Animals have to be strongly fenced off froin the drying grounds
at Bègles, a suburb of Bordeaux, as they are very partial to cod-
fish, on account of the salt they contain. The livers and offal are
placed in barrels, that the oil may be extracted, while the roes
are brought home for the sardine fisheries.

The fish are spread out fiat in the holds of the vessels, in
layers, with salt between, aid thus the work goes on day by
day, the vessel seldon touching at any port, or even sighting
lmid, until, lier stained and pateled sails filled by the favouring
breeze, she makes lier way home to "la belle France," and, mored
iii the imuddy waters of the River Garonne, distributes lier
odoriferous cargo to the drying grounds of Bègles, where the
onily landscape is that of miles of suspended codfish. The minber
of vessels employed in the Great Bank fishery is about 190,
from 250 to 300 tons, whereas the schooners employed in the
Iceland fisheries average about 150 tons.

Drying The drying grounds at Bègles are sone twenty-five in nnuber,grounds. there are also two at Talence, the next coinninue. The ground
that I was kindly pelnitted to visit lately at Bègles, and shown
over by the most obliging and amiable proprietor, who took nuch
trouble to explain everything connected with the business, had
50,000 codfish hanging up drying at the same tiie. Each fish
occupies at least 18 inches space on the drying rails, so that, in
that one ground, tiere muîst have been 75,000 feet, or about 14
miles of rail, and, if all the twenty-five drying grounds are of the
sane capacity, the village of Bègles must contain about 350 miles
of rails capable of drying at the sane time 1,250,000 of codfish.

The fish are conveyed from the vessels, moored below the
Bordeaux bridge, in lighters to the Bègles landing place about 2
miles up the river, and are, from there, carted to the sheds in the
drying grounds, where they are stacked until the demand for
thein causes them to be prepared.

Preparation There is no secret whatever about the mode of preparation, as
on shore. sone merchants would have it believed. The fish are first of all

washed in tioughs, and the salt brushed out of them with brushes
made of dogs' grass or esparto grass. So soon as they are
snfficiently free of salt, those fish destined for the Spanish market
have the blackish skin of the stoniacb, which adheres to the flesh,
removed by women, but this is not done for other markets. They
are then conveyed in wleelbarrows to the rails and dried, every
fish being invariably taken back into the sheds at nigh t, and
re-hung in the morning, if the weather is suitable. The rails on
which the fish are dried are formed of upright posts in rows, 20 to
25 feet apart, with transverse double laths nailed horizontally
along thein, one set of laths being about 6 feet and another 3 feet
froin the ground. I notièed that some rows of posts had three
sets of lathis, doubtless to dry the smaiiler fish on,
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The rails run east to west, so that the sun may be the whole
day on the interior of the fish, which is exposed towards the south.
The tail of the fish fits into the double lath, and can be turned
to right or left, so as to regulate the amount of sunshine on the
fish. A moderate sun, with a gentle, dry, northerly breeze, is the
best suited for drying fish, with a temperature of from 22° to
25° Centigrade (72° to 77° Fahr.), and under these conditious the
fish require three days to be dry enough for the market. A
higher temperature is bad for the fish, and it is not possible to dry
them in full sunshine in summer, or they inelt and rot and fall
from their tails. In summer, therefore, it is necessary to shade
the fish with straw mats placed across the tops of the poles so as
to form a roof. In rainy, foggy weather, which is by no ineans
rare in tiis part of France, outdoor drying is out of the question,
and drying houses have been erected on three or four of
the drying grounds, heated by means of hot air or steam, con-
veyed in pipes round the room, with electrie fan ventilators to
carry off the damp steainy atmosphere. They have, however, not
found much favour, as they do not perform the work nearly so
effectively as the sun and fresh air.

The fisli cured here are not dried so much as the fish cured in
Norway or Newfoundland, as they are not sent such long dis-
tances, and it is, of course, of advantage for the fish to lose as
little in weight as possible. As it is the fish dried at Bègles lose
about 25 per cent. of their weight.

The system of hanging out and taking in the fish is very slow
and laborious, but the cod fish drier is very averse to progress,
and dislikes any innovation iii the mode of preparation carried
down from his ancestors. A system of Décauville rails and
trucks would economise half the labour and a great deal of tine
in drying. On the ground I am describing 30 permanent
labourers and several wonen are employed, and extra hands are
taken on in busy times.

When dried the fish are packed in casks of 300 kilos. (6 cwts.) Packing and
for the French West Indies, and in bales of 50 kilos. (1 ewt.) for prices.
European markets, and in smaller quantities for home consump-
tion. With regard to sizes of fish, it appears that the demand for
size varies, and that sometimes the demand is for small fish, and
at others for large, so that the prices vary not with the size, but
with the demand for size. The average price for some years for
all sizes of fish has been from 55 to 60 fr. (21. 4s. to 21. 8s.)
per metric quintal of about 2 ewts. The system of treating the
fish with sulphur or other drugs to make the flesh whiter is little
used by the Bordeaux driers, who say that it spoils the fish.

As I have shown by the foregoing description, the port of Statistical.
Bordeaux is largely interested in and occupied with the French
codfish trade, which the bounties and drawbacks accorded by the
French Government exclusively to French vessels, and .to the
produce of French fisheries transported-in French vessels, con-
stitute a monopoly in France and her colonies.

The main object, however, of these bounties, unlike the sugar Bouities.
(298)
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and other bounties, is not to create a trade ionopoly, but has a
for-ieacbing national object. The French Government, seeing
tiat the advent of steamers is fast driving sailing vessels off the
seas, and consequently that the nuiiiler of sailors is diminishing,
lias instituted these bounties as an encouragement to men to
take to the cod-fisberies in order that they may become hardy and
expert seainen, and fori an efficient reserve for the navy. The
Newfoundland vessels carry crews of about 25 men, and the
younger men probably speid from five to 10 years in fishing
vessels, although, of course, mnany reimain in them till they retire
froim old age.

Now, supposing that the men remain on these vessels, let us
say, 10 years, the nmnber emiployed being soine 13,000, it resuilts
that, in addition to tiose still on the ships, there retire annually an
average of 1,300 welI-trained, experienced, hiardened seanien to enter
other branches of the mercantile marine, and who form, with the
majority of the 13,000 men receiving bounties on the côd-fishery
ships, a valuable reserve impossible to be obtained in any other
way. Steaniships will not imake seamen. For this encouragement
of, seamanship, the French Government paid as equipinent
bounties in 1896 658,080 fr, (26,3231.).

The bounties for the encouragement of the cod-fisheries are
fixed until June 30, 1901, as follows:-

Equipnent, 50 fr. (21.) per man of the crew for the fishery, with drying
bounties. ground (la pêche avec sècherie) either on the coast of Newfound-

land, at St. Pierre and Miquelon, or on the Great Bank of New-
foundland; 30 fr. (Il. 4s.) per man of the crew for the fishery,
without drying grouncd (la pêche sans sècherie) on the Great Bank
of Newfoundland; 50 fr. (21.) per nan of the crew for the
fishery, without drying ground in the Iceland seas ; 15 fr. (12s.)
per man, of the crew for the fishery on the Dogger Bank. Equip-
ment bounties are only granted once in each fishing season
(campagne de pêche).

Stores duty French vessels equipped for the cod-fisheries nay withdraw
free. froni the bonded warehouses, that is free of duty, the provisions

and other articles for their victualling. With regard to tobacco,
the amount allowed free of duty is limited to 40 kilos. (88 lbs.)
per vessel. The State tobacco factories, however, sell them
tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes at reduced prices. The shipment of
salt meats and butter as provisions gives a right to repayment of
the salt tax, and refied or raw sugars put on board for the same
use are rated as goods admitted temporarily.- French salt used on
board is exempt from consuîmption.tax, while foreign salt is only
exempted from custoins duty on condition of its being used for
salting at sea, cod fished off Iceland or on the Dogger Bank.

B'mnties on For dried cod of French fisheries, the bounty, per metric quintal
ii- produ of (100 kilos., about 2 cwts) is:

E\por aiion For codfish exported either direct fron the fisberies or froin
bounties. the bonded warehouses in France to the colonies ,and French

establishments in America, India, and West Africa, or in other
trans-Atlantic countries, provided that there be a French Consul
at the port of importation, 20 fr. (16s.).
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For codfish exported to the colonies and French establish-
ments or trans-Atlantic countries aforesaid, when the fish are
exported fromn French ports without having been stored there,
16 fr. (12s. 9d.).

For codfish exported either direct from the fisheries or from
the bonded warehouses in France to European countries and
foreign States on the coasts of the Mediterranean, with the excep-
tion of A.lgeria and the former States of Sardinia, 16 fr. (12s. 9d.).

For codfish exported either direct from the fisheries or from
French ports to Algeria and the former States' of Sardinia, 12 fr.
(9s. 7d.).

For roes of cod caught and brought to France by French fishing
vessels, per netric quintal, 20 fr. (16s.).

The lower rate of bounty for codfish exported to the late
States of Sardinia is an anomaly difficult to understand, but is
probably the renains of some former treaty with Sardinia when it
was a separate kingdom. The higher rate of bounty is easily
obtained for codfish destined, say, for the Sardinian port of
Genoa, by shipping it to the Tuscan port of Leghorn, and
forwarding it on by railway or coasting vessel.

The vast and increasing importance of the cod-fisheries, as
regards Bordeaux, will be seen from the following table of fish im-
ported to this port since 1875. It shows that the amount
increased steadily from 1875 to 1881, in which last year the Nor-
wegian fisheries failed and Spain was obliged to come, for the first
time, to France for codfish ; this attracted more capital to the
trade so that we see the importations in 1882 jump from the tens
of millions of kilos. to the twenties, and since then the trade has
gradually increased till now it is well on into the thirty millions.

Table A.-QUANTITIES4 of Codfish Imported to Bordeaux du:ing
the Years 1875-97.

Iceland.- Banks.

Year. Total.
First Second First Second

Fishery. Fishery. Fishery. Fishery.

Kilos. Kilos. Kilos. Kilos. Kilos.
1875.......... ... 589.572 2,737,268 2,387,918 7,315,305 13,030,063
1876 ... ... ... 7....757,928 1,h34,726 2,051,561 9,323,218 13,667,463
1877........ 568,599 j.,693,LI88 _2.lZ7 122 ~950O 9 9,391,
1878 .... ...... 233,858 2,190,28822
1879 ... ... ... ... 235,428 2,363,896 2,872,840 12,707,109 18,179,273
1880 ... ... ... ... 551,365 3,069,637 3,281,737 10,768.335 17,671,074
1881 ... .. ... ... 637 863 1 790,406 2,318,508 10,974,606 15,721,38M
1882. ... ... 1,113,867 2,586,75$ . g29,ß9 2J.59222L 2
188...............940,069' 1,761,149 3,466.396 18,249,687 -4,T7,295
184 .............. 876,375 2.545,656 4,739,020 20,156,983 28.318,031
1885 ... ... 1,044,938 2,080,680 4,710,635 24,957,500 i 32,793,753
1886 ... ... 1, 546,317 1,735,963 4,420,258 28,753,641 36,456,179

..... 192 6,920 5,328,983 23,073,064., 30,165,159
1988 ...... ... ... .1,257,719 1,828,302 2,591,775 21,012,993 26,690,789
1889 ... ... ... ... 1,322,129 1,930,703 3,203,131 20.776,086 27,232,049
1890 ... ... ... ... 1,177,638 2,005,509 3,725,323 19,283,333 26,191,803
1891 .... .... ... ... 1,266,032 2,654,324 3,932.521 15,200,374 23,053,251

1,Q I686,483 3 188689 2 7$JJ54, 4 e9-,fdj~ ~ "~3,085 18,348,528 '64
1894 . . 2,225,043 4,258,898 2,188,486 16,478,055 25,150,482
1895 .... ... ... .. 2,030,393 a 8,860,851 3,946,306 23,576,740 33,414,290
1896 . .. 1,841,768 3,619,202 4,127,072 31,354,271 40,944,313
1897 . .. 1,422,071 2,670,575 3,443,635 27,636,069 35,172,350
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Codfish The corresponding amounts imported into France in the last
imported. six years were as follows:-

Year.

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897

Codfish.

i Total.

Green. Dry.

Kilos. Kilos. Kilos.
35,187,000 1,145,100 36,332,100
39,797,200 997,700 40,-94,900
40,196,400 1,061,200 41,257,600
46,568,100 1,127,500 1 47,690,600
52,838,800 1,164,900 54,003,700
51,548,700 1,764,700 53,313,400

The codfish trade of Bordeaux amounts to about two-thirds of
the entire codfish trade of France. It is carried on by the "Syn-
dicat du Commerce de la Morue " chiefly composed of 31 merchants,
29 driers, and 6 consignees.

Codfish The following table gives the amount of bounty-fed fish ex-
exported. ported fromi Bordeaux and from France in 1897:-

Quantity.

To-

French Guiana
Guadeloupe
Martinique
Réunion .. ..

Spain ..
Portugal..
Italy ..
Algiers ..
Greece, Turkey, and Levant
Otier countries..

Total

From
Bordeaux.

Kilos.
135,075
645,700

1,499,770
442,904

7,956,730
143,062

5,008,678
887,120
331,300
130,397

17,180,736

From
France.

Kilos.
155,757
671,956

1,586,231
803,796

9,139,730'
143,367

5,891,678
1,817,592
2,250,860

142,689

22,103,656

The corresponding amounts
years were

exported from France in previons

Year. Quantity.

Kilos.
1892.. .. . 9,980,100
1893.. .. . .. .. .. .8,667,800

1894.. .. . .. .. .. 10,396,200
1895.. .. ., 9,462,400
1896.. .. 17,815,600
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This shows an unprecédented development in bounty-fed
exportation in 1897, the exportation in that year from Bordeaux
alone being very little short of the entire exportation from France
in 1896. I understand that the reason for this is that the
fisheries in French vessels were unusually large, while the other
fisheries were very snall, and consequently the French market was
more largely drawi upon for exportation than is the case when
English and Norwegian fisheries are prolific.

The following figures show the movements of the fish trade
inwards to Bordeaux and the whole of France in 1897:-

Number of CO.a, Cdoes.N Vee. Tonnage. Crews. · i and
Green. Dry. Reaidues.

Kilos. Kilos. Kilos.
Bordeaux ... . 190 2.5,481 3,151 37,972,017 417,272 1,340,763
Irance ... 598 57,129 9,671 51,548,682 1,764,682 3,602,100

By comuparing the number of vessels with the total tonnage, it
will be seen that it is vessels from the Newfoundland fisheries
which chiefly come to Bordeaux, they being larger than the vessels
employed in Iceland. Whereas the number of vessels arriving
was only 31 per cent of the whole entered in France, the tonnage
which arrived at Bordeaux was very nearly 45 per cent. of the
whole, The crews numbered 32 per cent., and the codfish imported
equalled 65 per cent. of the total importations.

The tonnage of the vessels entered at Bordeaux employed in
the cod-fisheries since 1879 bas been as follows:-

Year. Tons.

1879.. .. .. .. .. .. 16,555
1880.. .. .. .. .. .. 14,607
1881.. .. .. .. .. .. 14,263
1882.. .. .. .. .. .. 17,576
1883.. .. .. .. .. .. 20,786
1884.. .. .. .. .. .. 21,836
1885.. .. .. .. .. .. - 27,175
1886.. .. .. .. .. .. 23,595
1887.. .. .. .. .. .. 26,885
1888.. .. .. .. .. .. 22,595
1889.. .. .. ... . 25,053
1890.. .. .. .. .. .. 24,639
1891.. .. .. .. .. .. 20.010
1892.. .. .. .. .. - 19,255
1893.. .. .. .. .. .. 18,662
1894.. .. . .. .. .. 16,771
1895.. .. .. .. . 22,351
1896.. .. .. .. .. .. 24,669
1897.. .. .. .. .. .. 25,481

From the foregoing table, it is seen that in about 20 years the
tonnage of the cod-fishery vessels coming to Bordeaux has increased
by over 53 per cent., and that between 1879 and 1885 it increased
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in an even greater proportion, owing to the entry of French
fisheries inte competition, in 1881 onwards, with Norway in tie
Spanish trade.

Fisnlingpor.. The total number of large vessels equipped in France for.the
Newfoundland cod-fisheries in 1898 was 177, an increase of 17 over
the previous year. Of this number, 53 belonged to Fécamp, 30 to
Granville, 70 to St. Malo, 15 to Cancale, 3 to Nantes, 1 to Paimpol,
3 to Binic, 1 to Dahonet, and 1 to St. Valery. For the Iceland
fishery, 59 vessels were equippsd in France, 40 of them belonging
to the port of Paimpol. This was a decrease of 11 vessels fron
1.897. In addition to these vessels a large number are used as
transports for the produce of the fisheries.

In order to show the codfish markets of France, in their relative
importance, the following list of codfish vessels which entered
with cargoes at the various ports in 1897, with their tonnage and
(rews, is given.

Port. Number of Tonnage. Crews.Vessels.

Binie .. .. .. 16 1,607 434
Bordeaux .. .. 190 25,480 3,151
Boulogne . 6 328 92
Calais .. .. 2 92 21
Dahonet.. .. 4 822 97
Dunkirk .. 94 8,937 1,625
[ecamp .. 4 638 115
Granville . 15 1,223 216
Gravelines .. .. 120 3,096 945
Paimpol.. .. .. 43 3,940 1,010
Port de Boue .. .. .. 15 2,431 146
St. Malo .. .. 31 3,342 669
St. Servan .. .. .. 22 2,275 .515

The ports of France whicl export the most codfish and the
amounts exported in 1897 are -

Port. Quantity.

Kilos.
Bordeaux .. .. .. 17,180,737

Marseilles .. . .. .. 2,142,013
Port de Boue .. .. .. 2,013,268
Cette.. .. .. .. .. .. 633,120
Granville .. .. .. .. . 134,518

Total .. .. .. .. 22,103,656

Finally the following table gives the results of the fisheries
and the amounts of the equipment and exportation bounties paid
since 1892:
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Number Export
Numbeof r er Bounties. lmported' onis from France l'

Year. of Crews. Bouunsties.nts;
Vessels. - aed

Francs. Kilos. Francs. Kilos. Francs.
1892 1,146 12,808 595,057 296,149 59,270 13,477,386 2,275,786
1893 1,142 12,285 585,378 354,347 70,870 16,022,392 2,828,249
1894 ... 1,136 12,959 626,160 493,621 84,724 17,325,010 3,016,401
1895 .1. .3,31 642,046 6401 92,610 16,116,852 2,781,970185 .. .. 1,136 13,314 6420 4 ,51896 ... ... 1,235 13,646 658,080 617,041 123,408 8
1897* 664t 12,5232 621,075 768,641 153,728 26,751,744 4,611,155

* Provisional figures. t Not Including St. Pierre and Miquelon schooners.

SI far as I canl learn the bounties, both for equipmnent and Origin of
exportation, were first granted by the French Government in bountties.
1851, and have existed ever siice, although altered and modified
on several occasions.

The year 1851 corresponds fairly well with the rise of steam.
ship navigation, and therefore it is probable that the desire to
have a practical training ground and ships for the French navy
was the incentive which caused these bounties to be granted from
the first.

The codfish bounties are regulated by the laws of July 22,
1851, July 28, 1860, August 2, 1870, December 15, 1880, and
July 31, 1890. As the present bounties are fixed until June 30,
1901, I presume that a new law will be necessary in the year
1900.
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